RAINFALL PLAY SYSTEMS WARRANTY ON ALL YEARS
(For all Rainbow Play Systems Purchases made prior to 2011)

All Rainbow Play Systems warranty claims can be made by contacting Rainbow Play Systems at 1-800-RAINBOW.

1994 and Prior -
10-year warranty- all wooden components
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.

1995 (installation must be after yesterday’s date in 1995)-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
10 Year- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

1996-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
10 Year- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

1997-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
10 Year- all cedar components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.
15 Year- all redwood components. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

1998-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
10-Year – all Common Redwood components. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.
15 Year- all Heart Redwood components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

1999-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
10 Year- roto slide.
15 Year- all wooden components. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

2000-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
Lifetime- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

2001-
One Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories. Also includes ropes.
Lifetime- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

2002-
One Year- all ropes.
Two Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories.
Lifetime- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

2003-
One Year- all ropes.
Three Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories.
Lifetime- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

2004-
One Year- all ropes.
Five Year- chains, swing-hangers, hardware, metal braces, canvas, flags and accessories.
Lifetime- all wooden components and roto slide. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation.

2005-
One Year- all ropes and flags.
Five Year- carnival slides, disc, all plastic accessories, fire pole, toddler swing, glider, tarps, chains, chain ladders, swings, rungs, screws, plastic triangles, talk tube, nylon swing hangers, bubble panel, safety handles and rock wall rocks.
Lifetime- all wooden components, scoop, rainbow wave and spiral slides, crawl tunnel and crows nest, bronze swing hangers, tire swivel, King Kong swivel and structural bolts, swing beam plate and brackets, monkey bar brackets, cozy rails (metal), dipped climbing rungs, trap bar and chin up bar. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot or insect infestation. Warranty does not cover surface rust.

2006-
One Year- all ropes and flags.
Five Year- chain, seats, hardware, metal braces, powder coated rungs, Carnival slides, disc, steering wheel, ship’s wheel, telescope, binoculars, tic-tac-toe, fire pole, toddler swing, glider and all tarps, talk tube, bubble panel, rock wall rocks.
Lifetime- all wooden components, scoop, spiral and Rainbow wave slides, crawl tunnel, crow’s nest, bronze brushing, swing hangers, tire swivel, King Kong swivel, bolts, swing beam plate, swing beam brackets, monkey bar brackets, metal cozy rails, dipped rungs, trapeze bar and chin up bar. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot, or insect infestation. Warranty does not cover surface rust.

2007 –
One Year- on all ropes and flags.
Five Year- chain, seats, hardware, metal braces, powder coated rungs, Carnival slides, disc, steering wheel, ship’s wheel, telescope, binoculars, tic-tac-toe, fire pole, toddler swing, glider and all tarps, talk tube, bubble panel, rock wall rocks.
Lifetime- all wooden components, scoop, spiral and Rainbow wave slides, crawl tunnel, crow’s nest, bronze brushing, swing hangers, tire swivel, King Kong swivel, bolts, swing beam plate, swing beam brackets, monkey bar brackets, metal cozy rails, dipped rungs, trapeze bar and chin up bar. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot, or insect infestation. Warranty does not cover surface rust.

2008–
One Year- on all ropes and flags.
Five Year- chain, seats, hardware, metal braces, powder coated rungs, Carnival slides, disc, steering wheel, ship’s wheel, telescope, binoculars, tic-tac-toe, fire pole, toddler swing, glider and all tarps, talk tube, bubble panel, rock wall rocks.
15-year warranty – all wooden components in the Sunshine Family Playgrounds line (Fiesta, Carnival, and Sunshine Castle and Clubs)
Lifetime Warranty- all wooden components in the Rainbow Original Castle and Clubhouses and the scoop, spiral and Rainbow wave slides, crawl tunnel, crow’s nest, bronze brushing, swing hangers, tire swivel, King Kong swivel, bolts, swing beam plate, swing beam brackets, monkey bar brackets, metal cozy rails, dipped rungs, trapeze bar and chin up bar. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot, or insect infestation. Warranty does not cover surface rust.

2009–
One Year- on all ropes and flags.
Five Year- chain, seats, hardware, metal braces, powder coated rungs, Carnival slides, disc, steering wheel, ship’s wheel, telescope, binoculars, tic-tac-toe, fire pole, toddler swing, glider and all tarps, talk tube, bubble panel, rock wall rocks.
15-year warranty – all wooden components in the Fiesta Clubhouse designs
Lifetime Warranty- all wooden components in the Rainbow Original’s (both Castle and Clubhouses), the scoop, spiral and Rainbow wave slides, crawl tunnel, crow’s nest, bronze brushing, swing hangers, tire swivel, King Kong swivel, bolts, swing beam plate, swing beam brackets, monkey bar brackets, metal cozy rails, dipped rungs, trapeze bar and chin up bar. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot, or insect infestation. Warranty does not cover surface rust.

**2010—**

One Year- on all ropes and flags.
Five Year- chain, seats, hardware, metal braces, powder coated rungs, Carnival slides, disc, steering wheel, ship’s wheel, telescope, binoculars, tic-tac-toe, fire pole, toddler swing, glider and all tarps, talk tube, bubble panel, rock wall rocks.
10-year warranty – all wooden components in the Circus Castle and Clubhouse designs
15-year warranty – all wooden components in the Fiesta Clubhouse and Carnival Castle and Clubhouse designs
Lifetime Warranty- all wooden components in the Rainbow Base, Original, and Super (both Castle and Clubhouses) designs, the scoop, spiral and Rainbow wave slides, crawl tunnel, crow’s nest, bronze brushing, swing hangers, tire swivel, King Kong swivel, bolts, swing beam plate, swing beam brackets, monkey bar brackets, metal cozy rails, dipped rungs, trapeze bar and chin up bar. Warranty covers corrosion, wood rot, or insect infestation. Warranty does not cover surface rust.

All Rainbow Play Systems warranty claims can be made by contacting Rainbow Play Systems at 1-800-RAINBOW.